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Outline
• Lecture 1

– observation of the neutrino
– reactors as an antineutrino source
– prediction of the antineutrino flux from reactors
– detection of reactor antineutrinos
– oscillation searches with reactors
– observation of reactor antineutrino disappearance at KamLAND
– precision oscillation physics with reactor antineutrinos
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Outline
• Lecture 2

– precision oscillation physics: theta13 and beyond
– the reactor anomaly
– future reactor experiments

• θ12 

• mass hierarchy
• sterile neutrino searches

– searches for new physics
• magnetic moments
• coherent scattering
• NSI

– experiments with antineutrino sources
– applications of reactor antineutrinos: monitoring & communication
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Neutrino Energies

Big-Bang neutrinos ~ 0.0004 eV 

Neutrinos from the Sun "< 20 MeV
depending of their origin.

Neutrinos from accelerators   up to GeV (109 eV) 

Antineutrinos from nuclear 
reactors      < 10.0 MeV

Atmospheric neutrinos" ~ GeV
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What produces the largest 
neutrino flux on Earth?

The Sun, the Big Bang, or 
a nuclear reactor? 

at a distance of 1 km
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Discovery of the Antineutrino
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History of the Neutrino

Pauli, 1930

Fermi, 1934

N → N’ + e-    some nuclei emit 
electrons!

Chadwick, 1914
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First Proposal For Direct Detection of Neutrino
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Nuclear Reactors as a Neutrino Source

Reactors are intense and pure sources of νe

B. Pontecorvo Natl.Res.Council Canada Rep. (1946) 205
Helv.Phys.Acta.Suppl. 3 (1950) 97

Good for systematic studies of neutrinos. 
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Enrico Fermi and the Neutrino

Enrico Fermi proposes "neutrino" 
as the name for Pauli's postulated 
particle. 

He formulates a quantitative 
theory of weak particle 
interactions in which the neutrino 
plays an integral part.
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1953: Project Poltergeist
Experiment at Hanford
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Hanford Experiment

high background (S/N ~ 1/20) made the 
experiment inconclusive

0.41+/- 0.20 events/minute

signal: delayed coincidence between positron 
and neutron capture on cadmium

300 liters of liquid scintillator 
loaded with cadmium

14

inverse beta decay
νe + p → e+ + n

Reines, Cowan
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1956: First Direct Detection of the Antineutrino
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inverse beta decay would 
produce prompt and delayed 
signal in neighboring tanks

target tanks (blue) were filled with 
water+cadmium chloride

tanks I, II, and III were filled with liquid 
scintillator and instrumented with 5” PMTs

16

The Savannah River Detector 

A new design (1959)

inverse beta decay
νe + p → e+ + n
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1959 The Savannah River Detector -  A new design

Observation of the Free Antineutrino

positron annihilation n capture

inverse beta decay
νe + p → e+ + n

Second version of 
Reines’ experiment 
worked! 
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inverse beta decay would 
produce prompt and delayed 
signal in neighboring tanks

target tanks (blue) were filled with 
water+cadmium chloride

tanks I, II, and III were filled with liquid 
scintillator and instrumented with 5” PMTs
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inverse beta decay
νe + p → e+ + n

A new design (1959)

The Savannah River Detector 
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target tanks (blue) were filled with 
water+cadmium chloride

tanks I, II, and III were filled with liquid 
scintillator and instrumented with 5” PMTs
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inverse beta decay
νe + p → e+ + n

shielding and background 
reduction is important

A new design (1959)

The Savannah River Detector 
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target tanks (blue) were filled with 
water+cadmium chloride

tanks I, II, and III were filled with liquid 
scintillator and instrumented with 5” PMTs
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inverse beta decay
νe + p → e+ + n

first reactor νe spectrum 

Reines, Cowan, Phys Rev 113, (1959)273

A new design (1959)

The Savannah River Detector 
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1956: First Observation Observation of the Antineutrino

by April 1956, a reactor-dependent signal had been observed:
        signal/reactor independent background ~ 3:1
in June 1956, they sent a telegram to Pauli 
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A Lesson from History

Ref:
R.G. Arms, “Detecting the Neutrino”, Physics in Perspectives, 3, 314 (2001)
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Reactors as Antineutrino Source
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Energy Release in Fission and Self-Fusion

- only nuclei with 40 < A < 95 are 
stable against both fission and self-
fusion
- Qfis calculated for symmetric fission

at A=240: 7.6 MeV

at A=120: 8.5 MeV

Fig: Basdevant et al.
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Fission and Nuclear Deformation

variation of energy as a function of distortion
EA= fission barrier
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235U Fission

asymmetric fission into lighter 
and heavier nuclei

distribution of fission fragments

together these have 98 p and 136 n while fission 
fragments (X1+X2) have 92 p and 144 n   

27

on average 6n have to beta-decay to 6p to reach 
stable matter → νe
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Reactors as Antineutrino Sources νe

β- decay of neutron rich fission fragments

energy per fission

~ 200 MeV/fission and 6 νe/fission
28

3 GWth reactor produces ~6x1020 νe/sec

some energy taken away by 
neutrinos, neutrons etc

pure source of νe
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Fission with thermal and fast neutrons

thermal n + 235U can lead 
to fission of 236U

n + 235U has higher 
energy than lowest 
fissionable state

thermal n + 238U does not lead to 
fission, only radiative capture

fission of 239U requires addition 
of neutron with kinetic energy 
Tn=6-4.8=1.2 MeV

some nuclei require thermal neutrons for 
fission, others require fast neutrons 
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235U 238U

Nuclei which are used most easily as fuel 
(fission rapidly by thermal neutron capture): 
233U, 235U, 239Pu

reactors which burn 239Pu and which 
contains 238U can produce more Pu 
than it needs → breeder reactor
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Nuclear Reactors

reactors are an extended 
neutrino source: 
3-4m diameter, 4m high 
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Fuel Element for a PWR Reactor

31
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Reactor Antineutrinos

νe from β-decays 
of n-rich fission products

~ 200 MeV per fission
~ 6 νe per fission
~ 2 x 1020 νe/GWth-sec

Source

32

pure νe source

235U:238U:239Pu:241Pu = 
0.570: 0.078: 0.0295: 0.057

typical fuel composition

> 99.9% of νe are produced by fissions in 235U, 238U, 239Pu, 241Pu
~ 90% of νe are produced by fissions in 235U, 239Pu

Plutonium breeding over fuel cycle (~250 kg) changes antineutrino 
rate (by 5-10%) and spectrum
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Build-Up of Fission Products & Burn-Up Corrections

33

isotope uncertainties of 4-6% for most
0.1% for 238U, correlated

~5% isotope uncertainty yields 
~0.5% uncertainty in neutrino flux
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Reactor Refueling and Time Variation

Text

3-6 week shutdown every 
12-18 months

1/4-1/3 of fuel assemblies 
are replaced, remaining 
fuel repositioned

3 reactor cores

refueling at Palo Verde reactors and 
predicted antineutrino rate

νe flux from reactor has 
time variation
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Thermal Power → Fission → Antineutrinos 

35

most accurate measurement is 
secondary heat balance method 
offline, 
done weekly, 
uncertainty ~0.5-0.7%

3. Energy release per fission in MeV

1. Power Measurement

2. Core Simulation
fission fraction of fuel isotopes are obtained by core simulation 

4. Neutrino Spectra
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Fission Products, β-spectra, ν 

Measurements
- β--spectra resulting from fission of  235U, 238U, 239Pu, 
241Pu have been experimentally measured 
- use thin layer of fissile material in beam of thermal 
neutrons, e.g. Schreckenbach et al., Hahn et al.
- can be converted to νe spectra

Calculations
238U beta spectra not available, fast neutrons required for fission
→ determined from theory (+/-10%), contributes 7-10% of fissions in a PWR
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Schreckenbach et al. 
PL160B 325 (1985)
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Neutrino Flux Predictions

37

€ 

Sk (E)
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Sk(E)

38

Ref: Lhuillier 
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Neutrino Flux Predictions

39

Ref: Lewis 
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Goesgen Experiment (1986)

3 baselines with one detector

Comparison of Predicted Spectra to 
Observations

two curves are from fits to data and from 
predictions based on Schreckenbach et al. 

flux and energy spectrum agree to ~ 1-2%

40

reactors are a “well-calibrated” source of νe
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Bugey Experiment (1996)

Check ν Spectrum Against Data 

spectra derived from β-spectra: +/-1.4% agreement
41

Calculation only
Klapdor and Metzinger, 1982

Beta calibrated
Schreckenbach, 1985
Hahn, 1989

Measured νe  spectrum shape and normalization agreed with calculated predictions to 
~10% and with converted electron spectra even better 
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Detection and Studies 
of Reactor Antineutrinos
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neutrinos with E < 1.8 MeV 
are not detected

Reactor Antineutrinos
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Observable !  Spectrum

From Bemporad, Gratta and Vogel

calculated 
reactor 
spectrum

only disappearance experiments 
possible

observable rate and energy 
spectrum cross-section 

accurate to +/-0.2%

inverse β-decay  
νe + p → e+ + n

Detection
observed spectrum
mean energy ~ 3.6 MeV
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Antineutrino Detection

νe + p → e+ + n

n+ p → D + γ (2.2 MeV)    
"            (delayed)

Eνe ≅ Ee+ + En + (Mn-Mp) + me+

including E from e+ annihilation, Eprompt=Eν - 0.8 MeV

10-100 keV
1.805 MeV

coincidence signature between 
prompt e+ and delayed neutron 
capture on  H, (or Cd, Gd)

inverse beta decay

other detection mechanisms:
νe + d → e+ + n + n
νe + e- → νe + e- 
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Physics with Reactor νe 

45

νe OscillationsAntineutrino Discovery

neutrino magnetic moment and 
coherent scattering searches

Discoveries and Precision Measurements of Neutrino Properties
Reactor νe Spectra

Searches for New Physics
fuel burnup and isotopic composition
Reactor Monitoring and Application
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Neutrino Oscillation Searches 
with Reactor Antineutrinos
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Neutrino Oscillation

47

neutrino flavor change occurs if neutrinos have mass and leptons mix

mixing matrix mass eigenstates
Fig: Kayser

Experiments study flavor conversion as a function of energy, distance and determine 
mixing angle and mass splitting

2-neutrino case, vacuum
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far

Reactor Neutrino Oscillation Experiments
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Oscillation Experiments with Reactors
Measure (non)-1/r2 behavior of νe interaction rate
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for 3 active ν, two different oscillation 
length scales: Δm212, Δm223

Δm212 ~7.6 x 10-5 eV2

Δm223 ~2.4 x 10-3 eV2

Δm223  ≈ Δm213
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At Δm2
31 = 2.5x10-3 eV2,

  sin22θ13 < 0.15

Search for Neutrino Oscillations at Reactors

early experiments tried to probe “atmospheric neutrino anomaly”
early oscillation experiments didn’t know the length scales involved
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Neutrino Oscillation Search with Reactor Antineutrinos
Oscillation Searches at Chooz + Palo Verde: " νe → νx 

Distance: 1km

νe
νeνe

Absolute measurement with 1 detector
detector size: several tons
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Backgrounds for Reactor Experiments

from M. Shaevitz
52
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Chooz: Positron Spectrum

Reactor On/Off - Positron Yields for Reactors I+II
- Fit to Spectrum
- Comparison to Expected Yield for No Oscillation

53
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Chooz: Results

~3600 events in 335 days

~2.2 events/day/ton
with 0.2-0.4 bkgd events/day/ton

2.7% uncertainty
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Chooz: Degradation of Scintillator

55
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Reactor νe Flux Measurements at Different Distances

flux measurements at distances up 
to ~1km consistent with 
expectations

1956-2000

Early Reactor ν Experiments
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Reactor Antineutrinos in Japan

Japanese Reactors
Kashiwazaki

Takahama

Ohi

~ 200 MeV per fission

~ 6 νe per fission

~ 2 x 1020 νe/GWth-secJapan
Kamioka

55 reactors

reactor ν flux ~ 6 x 106/cm2/sec 

Reactor Antineutrinos

235U:238U:239Pu:241Pu = 0.570: 0.078: 0.0295: 0.057
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KamLAND Antineutrino Detector

liquid scintillator target:
- proton rich > 1031 protons
- good light yield

 νe + p → e+ + n

through inverse β-decay 

2

tomultiplier tubes (PMTs) is mounted on the inner surface of

the sphere. A subset of 554 PMTs, referred to as “20-inch

tubes”, are reused from the Kamiokande experiment, while

the remaining 1325 PMTs are a faster version masked to 17

inches. A 3.2-kton cylindrical water-Cherenkov outer detector

(OD), surrounding the containment sphere, provides shielding

and operates as an active cosmic-ray veto detector.

Electron anti-neutrinos are detected via inverse !-decay,
"e + p ! e+ + n, with a 1.8MeV threshold. The prompt
scintillation light from the e+ gives a measure of the incident

"e energy, E!e
" Ep + En + 0.8MeV, where Ep is the

prompt event energy including the positron kinetic and anni-

hilation energy, and En is the average neutron recoil energy,

O(10 keV). The neutron is captured about 200µs mean time
after the prompt event. More than 99% capture on free pro-

tons, resulting in a deuteron and a 2.2MeV # ray.
KamLAND is surrounded by 55 Japanese nuclear power re-

actor units, each an isotropic "e source. The reactor operation

records, including thermal power generation, fuel burnup, and

exchange and enrichment logs, are provided by a consortium

of Japanese electric power companies. This detailed infor-

mation, combined with publicly available data about the rest

of the world’s reactors, is used to calculate the instantaneous

fission rates using a reactor model [4]. Only four isotopes

contribute significantly to the "e spectra; the ratios of the fis-

sion yields averaged over the entire data taking period are:
235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu= 0.570:0.078: 0.295: 0.057. 90Sr,
106Ru, and 144Ce, are long-lived fission daughters and con-

tribute low-energy neutrinos [5]. The emitted "e energy spec-

trum is calculated from the fission rates using the "e spectra

inferred from Ref. [6], while the spectral uncertainty is evalu-

ated from Ref. [7].

We recently commissioned an “off-axis” calibration system

capable of positioning radioactive sources within 5.5m of the

center of the detector. Multiple measurements of the detector

response at five distances between 2.8m and 5.5m indicate

that the vertex reconstruction systematic effects are radius-

and zenith-angle-dependent, but the vertex-position offsets are

smaller than 3 cm and independent of azimuthal position. The

fiducial volume (FV) is determined with 1.6% uncertainty up

to 5.5m using the off-axis calibration system. The position

distribution of the !-decays of muon-induced 12B/12N inde-

pendently confirm this with 4.0% uncertainty by comparing

the number of events inside 5.5m to the number produced in

the full LS volume. The 12B/12N event ratio is used to es-

tablish the uncertainty between 5.5m and 6m, resulting in a

combined 6-m-radius FV uncertainty of 1.8%.

Off-axis calibration measurements and numerous central-

axis deployments of 60Co, 68Ge, 203Hg, 65Zn, 137Cs,
241Am9Be and 210Po13C radioactive sources were used to es-

tablish the detector reconstruction properties. For the 17-inch

and 20-inch PMTs combined, the vertex reconstruction res-

olution is #12 cm/
!

E(MeV) and the energy resolution is

6.5%/
!

E(MeV). The scintillator response is corrected for
non-linear effects from quenching of the scintillation light and

Cherenkov light production. The systematic variation of the

TABLE I: Estimated systematic uncertainties relevant for the neu-

trino oscillation parameters !m2
21 and !12. The total uncertainty on

!m2
21 is 2.0%, while the total uncertainty on the expected event rate

(and mainly affecting !12) is 4.1%.

Detector-related (%) Reactor-related (%)

!m2
21 Energy scale 1.9 "e-spectra [7] 0.6

Event rate

Fiducial volume 1.8 "e-spectra 2.4

Energy threshold 1.5 Reactor power 2.1

Efficiency 0.6 Fuel composition 1.0

Cross section 0.2 Long-lived nuclei 0.3

energy reconstruction over the data-set give an absolute en-

ergy scale uncertainty of 1.4%; the distortion of the E-scale

results in a 1.9% uncertainty on !m2
21, while the uncertainty

at the analysis threshold gives a 1.5% uncertainty on the event

rate. Table I summarizes the systematic uncertainties in deter-

mining the neutrino oscillation parameters. The uncertainty

on!m2
21 is 2.0%, while the uncertainty on the expected event

rate, which primarily affects $12, is 4.1%.

For the analysis we require 0.9MeV< Ep < 8.5MeV. The
delayed energy Ed must satisfy 1.8MeV< Ed < 2.6MeV
or 4.0MeV< Ed < 5.8MeV, corresponding to the neutron-
capture # energies for protons and 12C, respectively. The

time difference (!T ) and distance (!R) between the prompt
event and delayed neutron capture are selected to be 0.5µs<
!T < 1000µs and !R < 2m. The accidental coincidence
rate rapidly increases near the balloon surface (R= 6.5m),
reducing the signal-to-background ratio. We use constraints

on event characteristics to suppress accidental backgrounds

while maintaining high efficiency. The prompt and delayed

radial distance from the detector center (Rp, Rd) must be less

than 6m. To discriminate signal from background, we con-

struct a probability density function (PDF) for accidental coin-

cidence events, facc(Ed, !R, !T, Rp, Rd), by pairing events
in a delayed-coincidence window between 10ms and 20 s. A

PDF for the "e signal, f!e
(Ed, !R, !T, Rp, Rd), is created

by a Monte Carlo simulation of the prompt and delayed events

using the measured neutron capture time (207.5± 2.8µs) and
detector energy resolution. In determining f!e

, we integrate

Ep over the oscillation-free reactor spectrum including a con-

tribution from geo-neutrinos estimated from a geological ref-

erencemodel [8]. A discriminator value,L = f!e

f!e
+facc

, is cal-

culated for each candidate pair that passes the earlier cuts. To

discriminate "e-candidates from accidental-background we

establish a selection value Lcut(Ep) in prompt energy in-
tervals of 0.1MeV optimized for maximal signal sensitivity

(L > Lcut(Ep) for signal-like events). Lcut(Ep) is the
value of L at which the figure-of-merit, S!

S+Bacc

is maximal,

where S and Bacc are the number of signal and accidental-

background events calculated from f!e
and facc, respectively.

The selection efficiency %(Ep) is estimated from the frac-

tion of selected coincidence events relative to the total gener-

ated in R< 6m in the simulation, see Fig. 1(top). The increas-
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Antineutrino Candidate Event

59
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First Evidence for Reactor νe Disappaerance

Japan

Observed νe 54 events
No-Oscillation 86.8 ± 5.6 
events 
Background 1 ± 1 events
Livetime:  162.1 ton-yr

KamLAND:
Long Baseline

Reactor !e

12
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Figure 1. Distribution of nuclear power reactors as a function of distance from
the KamLAND site. The solid histogram is the current operation and the dashed
histogram is the expected operation in 2006 (Shika at 88 km increases by a factor
3). The height of the histogram shows the thermal power flux contribution at
Kamioka. Also shown as solid (!m2 = 7!10"5 eV2), dashed (3!10"5) and
dotted (1.4!10"4) lines are the survival probability of "̄e as a function of distance
(all for sin2 2# = 0.84). The probability is calculated for events above 2.6 MeV
in visible energy.

In the observation of reactor neutrinos, four fissile nuclei (235U, 239Pu, 238U and 241Pu) are
important and the others contribute only at the 0.1% level. Fission fragments from these nuclei
sequentially $ decay and emit anti-electron–neutrinos. The purity of the ‘anti’ neutrinos is very
high and electron–neutrino contamination is only at the 10 ppm level above an inverse $ decay
threshold, 1.8 MeV. These four nuclei release similar energy when they undergo fission [15] (235U
201.8 ± 0.5 , 239Pu 210.3 ± 0.6, 238U 205.0 ± 0.7 and 241Pu 212.6 ± 0.7 MeV). Thus, the fission
rate is strongly correlated with the thermal power output that is measurable at much better than 2%
even without any special care. Then, one fission causes about six neutrino emissions on average
and, therefore, the neutrino intensity can be roughly estimated to be #2 ! 1020 "̄e GW"1

th s"1.
Fission spectra reach equilibrium within a day above #2 MeV. This delay is a possible cause of
systematic error. Also, attention to the long-lived nuclei such as

106Ru
T1/2=372 d
"""""$ Rh """"""""$

Emax=3.541 MeV
Pd,

144Ce
T1/2=285 d
"""""$ Pr """"""""$

Emax=2.996 MeV
Nd

is necessary [16]. They affect the correlation between thermal power and neutrino flux at low-
energy region by <1% level.

The beta spectra from 235U, 239Pu and 241Pu have been measured with a spectrometer
irradiating thermal neutrons at ILL [17]. They fitted the observed beta spectra from 30
hypothetical beta branches and converted each branch to a neutrino spectrum [18]. In the case
of 238U, it does not undergo fission with thermal neutrons and only a theoretical calculation [19]
is available. This calculation traces 744 unstable fission products and obtains the corresponding
neutrino spectrum. The error on the calculated spectrum is larger than the measurement, but it

New Journal of Physics 6 (2004) 147 (http://www.njp.org/)

Many reactors, far away

One kTon of Gd-LS, 
extremely well shielded, 
with about one signal 
event per day.

mean, flux-weighted reactor 
distance ~ 180km

KamLAND 2003
Reactor Neutrino Physics 
1956-2003
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Spectral Distortions:" A unique signature of neutrino oscillation!
Simple, rescaled reactor spectrum is excluded at 99.6% CL(χ2=37.3/18)

Observed νe  258 events 
No-Oscillation 365.2 ± 23.7 (syst.)  
Background 17.8 ± 7.3 events
Livetime:  766.3 ton-yr

best fit χ2=24/17

210Pb  " 210Bi  " 210Po "             206Pb138d, α

13C(α,n)16O  (~10-7)
222Rn decay chain introduced 
in the LS during assembly

analysis threshold

fiducial volume syst.: 4.7%
total systematics = 6.5%

Evidence of Spectral Distortion
KamLAND 2004
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Measuring Neutrino Oscillation Parameters

Solar Neutrinos Solar Neutrinos
+ KamLAND 2003
(νe rate)

Agreement between oscillation parameters for ν and ν

Solar Neutrinos
+ KamLAND 2004
(νe rate+spectrum)

Beginning of precision 
neutrino physics
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Evidence of Spectral Distortion

number of events
expected 
(no-oscillation):    2179 ± 89 (syst) 
observed:             1609
bkgd:                     276 ± 23.5

significance of distortion: > 5σ
best-fit χ2/ndf=21/16 (18% C.L.)

Prompt event energy spectrum for νe  

no-osc χ2/ndf=63.9/17

significance of disappearance 
(with 2.6 MeV threshold):    8.5σ

3

TABLE II: Estimated backgrounds after selection efficiencies.

Background Contribution

Accidentals 80.5± 0.1
9Li/8He 13.6± 1.0

Fast neutron & Atmospheric ! <9.0
13C(",n)16O G.S. 157.2± 17.3
13C(",n)16O 12C(n,n#)12C (4.4 MeV #) 6.1± 0.7
13C(",n)16O 1st exc. state (6.05 MeV e+e!) 15.2± 3.5
13C(",n)16O 2nd exc. state (6.13 MeV #) 3.5± 0.2

Total 276.1± 23.5

ing accidental rate at low energies results in a lower efficiency.

Above the 208Tl Compton shoulder at 2.6 MeV, ! reaches 93%

reflecting the efficiency of spatial and temporal cuts (Rp, Rd,

!R, !T ) alone. The systematic uncertainty in ! is evaluated

using 68Ge and 241Am9Be deployments to estimate the space

correlation uncertainties. The efficiency above 2.6 MeV dif-

fers less than 0.5% relative to the efficiency determined from

Monte Carlo; in the region below 1.4 MeV it differs by !7%.

The average efficiency change over the full spectrum is 0.6%.

The dominant background is caused by 13C(",n)16O re-

actions. The prime " particle source is the decay of 210Po,

a daughter of the 222Rn decay chain introduced into the LS

during assembly. From observations of the quenched scintil-

lator signal from the 5.3 MeV ", we estimate that there are

(5.56± 0.22)" 109 210Po "-decays. While the 13C abun-

dance is only 1.1% of the carbon in the LS, the reaction rate is

significant, resulting in neutrons with energies up to 7.3 MeV.

These neutrons primarily undergo n-p scattering and most of

the observed scintillation energy spectrum is quenched be-

low 2.7 MeV. In addition, 12C(n,n#)12C (4.4 MeV #) and the

1st (6.05 MeV, e+e!) and 2nd (6.13 MeV #) excited states of
16O produce signals in coincidence with the scattered neutron

but the exact cross sections are not well known. A 210Po13C

source was employed to study the 13C(",n)16O reaction and

tune a simulation using the cross sections from Ref. [9, 10].

We find that the cross sections for the excited 16O states from

Ref. [9] agree with the 210Po13C data after scaling the 1st ex-

cited state by 0.6; the 2nd excited state requires no scaling. For

the ground-state we use the cross section from Ref. [10] after

subtracting the scaled excited states while accounting for the

energy-dependent neutron detection efficiency [11] and scal-

ing the resulting spectrum by 1.05. Including the 210Po decay-

rate, we assign an uncertainty of 11% for the ground-state and

20% for the excited states. Accounting for !(Ep), there should

be 182.0± 21.7 13C(",n)16O events in the data-set.

To mitigate background arising from the cosmogenic beta

delayed-neutron emitters 9Li and 8He, we apply a 2 s veto

within a 3-m-radius cylinder around the reconstructed tracks

of well-identified muons passing through the LS. For muons

that either deposit a large amount of energy or cannot be

tracked, we apply a 2 s veto of the full detector. We estimate

that 13.6± 1.0 events from 9Li/8He decays remain by fit-
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FIG. 1: Prompt event energy spectrum of !e candidate events.

All histograms corresponding to reactor spectra and expected back-

grounds incorporate the energy-dependent selection efficiency (top

panel). The shaded background and geo-neutrino histograms are cu-

mulative. The data show the statistical uncertainties, the band on the

blue histogram indicates the event rate systematic uncertainty.

ting the time distribution of identified 9Li/8He since the prior

muons. Spallation-produced neutrons are suppressed with a

2 ms full-volume veto after a detected muon in the analysis.

Some neutrons are produced by muons that are undetected

by the OD or miss the OD but interact in the nearby rock.

These neutrons can be scattered and then capture in the LS,

mimicking the $e signal. We also expect some high-energy

background events from atmospheric neutrinos. The energy

spectrum of these backgrounds is assumed to be flat to at

least 30 MeV based on a simulation following [12]. The at-

mospheric $ spectrum and interactions were modeled using

NUANCE [13]. We expect fewer than 9 neutron and atmo-

spheric $ events in the data-set. We observe 15 events in the

energy range 8.5 MeV to 30 MeV, consistent with the limit re-

ported previously [14].

The accidental coincidence background above 0.9 MeV is

measured with a 10-ms-to-20-s delayed-coincidence window

to be 80.5± 0.1 events. Other backgrounds from (#,n) inter-

actions and spontaneous fission are negligible.

Anti-neutrinos produced in the decay chains of 232Th and
238U in the Earth’s interior are limited to prompt ener-

gies below 2.6 MeV. The expected geo-neutrino flux at the

KamLAND location is estimated from a reference model [8],

which assumes a radiogenic heat production rate of 16 TW

from the U and Th-decay chains. The calculated $e fluxes for

U and Th-decay, including a suppression factor of 0.57 due to

neutrino oscillation, are 2.24"106 cm!2s!1 (56.6 events) and

1.90"106 cm!2s!1 (13.1 events), respectively.

In the absence of $e disappearance, we expect to observe

2179± 89 (syst) events from reactors. The backgrounds in the

reactor energy region listed in Table II sum to 276.1± 23.5;

we also expect geo-neutrinos. We observe 1609 events.

Figure 1 shows the prompt energy spectrum of selected

electron anti-neutrino events and the fitted backgrounds. The

- unbinned likelihood fit (rate+shape+time)
- 2-flavor oscillation analysis with w/Earth matter effects
- geo-neutrino U,Th amplitude is a free parameter

previous analysis threshold

KamLAND 2008
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Systematic Uncertainties and Backgrounds

Systematic Uncertainties

total systematics: 4.1%
3

TABLE II: Estimated backgrounds after selection efficiencies.

Background Contribution

Accidentals 80.5± 0.1
9Li/8He 13.6± 1.0

Fast neutron & Atmospheric ! <9.0
13C(",n)16O G.S. 157.2± 17.3
13C(",n)16O 12C(n,n#)12C (4.4 MeV #) 6.1± 0.7
13C(",n)16O 1st exc. state (6.05 MeV e+e!) 15.2± 3.5
13C(",n)16O 2nd exc. state (6.13 MeV #) 3.5± 0.2

Total 276.1± 23.5

ing accidental rate at low energies results in a lower efficiency.

Above the 208Tl Compton shoulder at 2.6 MeV, ! reaches 93%

reflecting the efficiency of spatial and temporal cuts (Rp, Rd,

!R, !T ) alone. The systematic uncertainty in ! is evaluated

using 68Ge and 241Am9Be deployments to estimate the space

correlation uncertainties. The efficiency above 2.6 MeV dif-

fers less than 0.5% relative to the efficiency determined from

Monte Carlo; in the region below 1.4 MeV it differs by !7%.

The average efficiency change over the full spectrum is 0.6%.

The dominant background is caused by 13C(",n)16O re-

actions. The prime " particle source is the decay of 210Po,

a daughter of the 222Rn decay chain introduced into the LS

during assembly. From observations of the quenched scintil-

lator signal from the 5.3 MeV ", we estimate that there are

(5.56± 0.22)" 109 210Po "-decays. While the 13C abun-

dance is only 1.1% of the carbon in the LS, the reaction rate is

significant, resulting in neutrons with energies up to 7.3 MeV.

These neutrons primarily undergo n-p scattering and most of

the observed scintillation energy spectrum is quenched be-

low 2.7 MeV. In addition, 12C(n,n#)12C (4.4 MeV #) and the

1st (6.05 MeV, e+e!) and 2nd (6.13 MeV #) excited states of
16O produce signals in coincidence with the scattered neutron

but the exact cross sections are not well known. A 210Po13C

source was employed to study the 13C(",n)16O reaction and

tune a simulation using the cross sections from Ref. [9, 10].

We find that the cross sections for the excited 16O states from

Ref. [9] agree with the 210Po13C data after scaling the 1st ex-

cited state by 0.6; the 2nd excited state requires no scaling. For

the ground-state we use the cross section from Ref. [10] after

subtracting the scaled excited states while accounting for the

energy-dependent neutron detection efficiency [11] and scal-

ing the resulting spectrum by 1.05. Including the 210Po decay-

rate, we assign an uncertainty of 11% for the ground-state and

20% for the excited states. Accounting for !(Ep), there should

be 182.0± 21.7 13C(",n)16O events in the data-set.

To mitigate background arising from the cosmogenic beta

delayed-neutron emitters 9Li and 8He, we apply a 2 s veto

within a 3-m-radius cylinder around the reconstructed tracks

of well-identified muons passing through the LS. For muons

that either deposit a large amount of energy or cannot be

tracked, we apply a 2 s veto of the full detector. We estimate

that 13.6± 1.0 events from 9Li/8He decays remain by fit-
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FIG. 1: Prompt event energy spectrum of !e candidate events.

All histograms corresponding to reactor spectra and expected back-

grounds incorporate the energy-dependent selection efficiency (top

panel). The shaded background and geo-neutrino histograms are cu-

mulative. The data show the statistical uncertainties, the band on the

blue histogram indicates the event rate systematic uncertainty.

ting the time distribution of identified 9Li/8He since the prior

muons. Spallation-produced neutrons are suppressed with a

2 ms full-volume veto after a detected muon in the analysis.

Some neutrons are produced by muons that are undetected

by the OD or miss the OD but interact in the nearby rock.

These neutrons can be scattered and then capture in the LS,

mimicking the $e signal. We also expect some high-energy

background events from atmospheric neutrinos. The energy

spectrum of these backgrounds is assumed to be flat to at

least 30 MeV based on a simulation following [12]. The at-

mospheric $ spectrum and interactions were modeled using

NUANCE [13]. We expect fewer than 9 neutron and atmo-

spheric $ events in the data-set. We observe 15 events in the

energy range 8.5 MeV to 30 MeV, consistent with the limit re-

ported previously [14].

The accidental coincidence background above 0.9 MeV is

measured with a 10-ms-to-20-s delayed-coincidence window

to be 80.5± 0.1 events. Other backgrounds from (#,n) inter-

actions and spontaneous fission are negligible.

Anti-neutrinos produced in the decay chains of 232Th and
238U in the Earth’s interior are limited to prompt ener-

gies below 2.6 MeV. The expected geo-neutrino flux at the

KamLAND location is estimated from a reference model [8],

which assumes a radiogenic heat production rate of 16 TW

from the U and Th-decay chains. The calculated $e fluxes for

U and Th-decay, including a suppression factor of 0.57 due to

neutrino oscillation, are 2.24"106 cm!2s!1 (56.6 events) and

1.90"106 cm!2s!1 (13.1 events), respectively.

In the absence of $e disappearance, we expect to observe

2179± 89 (syst) events from reactors. The backgrounds in the

reactor energy region listed in Table II sum to 276.1± 23.5;

we also expect geo-neutrinos. We observe 1609 events.

Figure 1 shows the prompt energy spectrum of selected

electron anti-neutrino events and the fitted backgrounds. The

2

tomultiplier tubes (PMTs) is mounted on the inner surface of

the sphere. A subset of 554 PMTs, referred to as “20-inch

tubes”, are reused from the Kamiokande experiment, while

the remaining 1325 PMTs are a faster version masked to 17

inches. A 3.2-kton cylindrical water-Cherenkov outer detector

(OD), surrounding the containment sphere, provides shielding

and operates as an active cosmic-ray veto detector.

Electron anti-neutrinos are detected via inverse !-decay,
"e + p ! e+ + n, with a 1.8MeV threshold. The prompt
scintillation light from the e+ gives a measure of the incident

"e energy, E!e
" Ep + En + 0.8MeV, where Ep is the

prompt event energy including the positron kinetic and anni-

hilation energy, and En is the average neutron recoil energy,

O(10 keV). The neutron is captured about 200µs mean time
after the prompt event. More than 99% capture on free pro-

tons, resulting in a deuteron and a 2.2MeV # ray.
KamLAND is surrounded by 55 Japanese nuclear power re-

actor units, each an isotropic "e source. The reactor operation

records, including thermal power generation, fuel burnup, and

exchange and enrichment logs, are provided by a consortium

of Japanese electric power companies. This detailed infor-

mation, combined with publicly available data about the rest

of the world’s reactors, is used to calculate the instantaneous

fission rates using a reactor model [4]. Only four isotopes

contribute significantly to the "e spectra; the ratios of the fis-

sion yields averaged over the entire data taking period are:
235U : 238U : 239Pu : 241Pu= 0.570:0.078: 0.295: 0.057. 90Sr,
106Ru, and 144Ce, are long-lived fission daughters and con-

tribute low-energy neutrinos [5]. The emitted "e energy spec-

trum is calculated from the fission rates using the "e spectra

inferred from Ref. [6], while the spectral uncertainty is evalu-

ated from Ref. [7].

We recently commissioned an “off-axis” calibration system

capable of positioning radioactive sources within 5.5m of the

center of the detector. Multiple measurements of the detector

response at five distances between 2.8m and 5.5m indicate

that the vertex reconstruction systematic effects are radius-

and zenith-angle-dependent, but the vertex-position offsets are

smaller than 3 cm and independent of azimuthal position. The

fiducial volume (FV) is determined with 1.6% uncertainty up

to 5.5m using the off-axis calibration system. The position

distribution of the !-decays of muon-induced 12B/12N inde-

pendently confirm this with 4.0% uncertainty by comparing

the number of events inside 5.5m to the number produced in

the full LS volume. The 12B/12N event ratio is used to es-

tablish the uncertainty between 5.5m and 6m, resulting in a

combined 6-m-radius FV uncertainty of 1.8%.

Off-axis calibration measurements and numerous central-

axis deployments of 60Co, 68Ge, 203Hg, 65Zn, 137Cs,
241Am9Be and 210Po13C radioactive sources were used to es-

tablish the detector reconstruction properties. For the 17-inch

and 20-inch PMTs combined, the vertex reconstruction res-

olution is #12 cm/
!

E(MeV) and the energy resolution is

6.5%/
!

E(MeV). The scintillator response is corrected for
non-linear effects from quenching of the scintillation light and

Cherenkov light production. The systematic variation of the

TABLE I: Estimated systematic uncertainties relevant for the neu-

trino oscillation parameters !m2
21 and !12. The total uncertainty on

!m2
21 is 2.0%, while the total uncertainty on the expected event rate

(and mainly affecting !12) is 4.1%.

Detector-related (%) Reactor-related (%)

!m2
21 Energy scale 1.9 "e-spectra [7] 0.6

Event rate

Fiducial volume 1.8 "e-spectra 2.4

Energy threshold 1.5 Reactor power 2.1

Efficiency 0.6 Fuel composition 1.0

Cross section 0.2 Long-lived nuclei 0.3

energy reconstruction over the data-set give an absolute en-

ergy scale uncertainty of 1.4%; the distortion of the E-scale

results in a 1.9% uncertainty on !m2
21, while the uncertainty

at the analysis threshold gives a 1.5% uncertainty on the event

rate. Table I summarizes the systematic uncertainties in deter-

mining the neutrino oscillation parameters. The uncertainty

on!m2
21 is 2.0%, while the uncertainty on the expected event

rate, which primarily affects $12, is 4.1%.

For the analysis we require 0.9MeV< Ep < 8.5MeV. The
delayed energy Ed must satisfy 1.8MeV< Ed < 2.6MeV
or 4.0MeV< Ed < 5.8MeV, corresponding to the neutron-
capture # energies for protons and 12C, respectively. The

time difference (!T ) and distance (!R) between the prompt
event and delayed neutron capture are selected to be 0.5µs<
!T < 1000µs and !R < 2m. The accidental coincidence
rate rapidly increases near the balloon surface (R= 6.5m),
reducing the signal-to-background ratio. We use constraints

on event characteristics to suppress accidental backgrounds

while maintaining high efficiency. The prompt and delayed

radial distance from the detector center (Rp, Rd) must be less

than 6m. To discriminate signal from background, we con-

struct a probability density function (PDF) for accidental coin-

cidence events, facc(Ed, !R, !T, Rp, Rd), by pairing events
in a delayed-coincidence window between 10ms and 20 s. A

PDF for the "e signal, f!e
(Ed, !R, !T, Rp, Rd), is created

by a Monte Carlo simulation of the prompt and delayed events

using the measured neutron capture time (207.5± 2.8µs) and
detector energy resolution. In determining f!e

, we integrate

Ep over the oscillation-free reactor spectrum including a con-

tribution from geo-neutrinos estimated from a geological ref-

erencemodel [8]. A discriminator value,L = f!e

f!e
+facc

, is cal-

culated for each candidate pair that passes the earlier cuts. To

discriminate "e-candidates from accidental-background we

establish a selection value Lcut(Ep) in prompt energy in-
tervals of 0.1MeV optimized for maximal signal sensitivity

(L > Lcut(Ep) for signal-like events). Lcut(Ep) is the
value of L at which the figure-of-merit, S!

S+Bacc

is maximal,

where S and Bacc are the number of signal and accidental-

background events calculated from f!e
and facc, respectively.

The selection efficiency %(Ep) is estimated from the frac-

tion of selected coincidence events relative to the total gener-

ated in R< 6m in the simulation, see Fig. 1(top). The increas-

fiducial volume systematics 
reduced from 4.7% → 1.8%

(number of events)

Estimated Backgrounds

significantly reduced
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Design Concept 

Vertex distribution of 60Co/68Ge 
composite source in 4π calibration runs. 
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Fig. 17. The colors correspond to the level of detected activity. The source activity traces the outline of the calibration
system, thus providing confirmation of the system location. The outer dotted line represents the balloon boundary. The inner
dot-dashed line is the safety-zone. Plots like these were used during the deployment to confirm the location of the system
before moving to the next position. The progression from left to right illustrates the sequence in which the pole was swept
through a single azimuthal slice of the detector.

Fig. 18. An Instrumentation Unit

equilibrium with the surrounding LS . In order to
achieve better performance more care would need to
be taken with the temperature compensation of the
pressure sensor and the heat conductivity between
the thermometer and the pressure sensor. The ac-
celerometer data was also analyzed o⇥ine and found
to be good to 10o. In order to achieve better per-
formance with the accelerometers more care would
need to be taken with the mounting and calibration
of these devices.

The temperature data from the units was very
successful. The temperature gradient in KamLAND
is an issue in several part of the analysis as temper-
ature may a�ect the optical properties of the liquid
scintillator. Data from the IU’s taken during the o�-
axis deployments provided a detailed measurement
of the temperature gradient in LS volume. This data
has become very important recently as understand-

ing the stability of this temperature gradient is crit-
ical to the success of the low-background phase pu-
rification e�ort.
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Fig. 19. The Temperature Distribution in KamLAND.

2.2. O�ine Position Determination

Knowledge of the geometry of the pole and its sus-
pension system can be used to determine the source
position to an accuracy of several centimeters. The
center of gravity for an idealized n+1 segment pole
suspended from two weightless cables is first calcu-
lated. One then uses the cable lengths, together with
the distance between the attachment points, to cal-
culate the shape and orientation of the pole-cable
triangle. The source-end position is then specified
by the pole angle and the distance along the pole
as measured from the center of gravity, which lies

11

Calibration Data

Xprime axis is defined by azimuth 
angle of the source. 

4π Full-Volume Calibration

calibration pole

control 
cables

calibration 
source

glovebox with 
motion spools

 60Co sources 
along pole 

60Co/68Ge source
 at end
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Oscillation Parameters

Rate-Shape-Time Analysis KamLAND only

KamLAND+solar
(combined under assumption of 
CPT invariance)
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FIG. 2: Allowed region for neutrino oscillation parameters from

KamLAND and solar neutrino experiments. The side-panels show

the !!2-profiles for KamLAND (dashed) and solar experiments

(dotted) individually, as well as the combination of the two (solid).

unbinned data is assessed with a maximum likelihood fit to

two-flavor neutrino oscillation (with !13 = 0), simultaneously

fitting the geo-neutrino contribution. The method incorporates

the absolute time of the event to account for time variations

in the reactor flux and includes Earth-matter oscillation ef-

fects. The best-fit is shown in Fig. 1. The joint confidence

intervals give !m2
21 = 7.58+0.14

!0.13(stat)+0.15
!0.15(syst) ! 10!5 eV2

and tan2 !12 = 0.56+0.10
!0.07(stat)+0.10

!0.06(syst) for tan2 !12<1. A

scaled reactor spectrum without distortions from neutrino os-

cillation is excluded at more than 5". An independent anal-

ysis using cuts similar to Ref. [2] finds !m2
21 = 7.66+0.22

!0.20 !

10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.52+0.16
!0.10.

The allowed contours in the neutrino oscillation parame-

ter space, including !#2-profiles, are shown in Fig. 2. Only

the so-called LMA-I region remains, while other regions

previously allowed by KamLAND at "2.2" are disfavored

at more than 4". When considering three-neutrino oscilla-

tion, the KamLAND data give the same result for !m2
21,

and a slightly increased uncertainty on !12. The parame-

ter space can be further constrained by incorporating the re-

sults of SNO [15] and solar flux experiments [16] in a two-

neutrino analysis with KamLAND assuming CPT invariance.

The oscillation parameters from this combined analysis are

!m2
21 = 7.59+0.21

!0.21 ! 10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.47+0.06
!0.05.

In order to assess the number of geo-neutrinos, we fit the

normalization of the $e energy spectrum from the U and Th-

decay chains simultaneously with the neutrino oscillation pa-

rameter estimation using the KamLAND and solar data; see

Fig. 3. The time of the event gives additional discrimination

power since the reactor contribution varies. The fit yields 25

and 36 detected geo-neutrino events from the U and Th-decay

chains, respectively, but there is a strong anti-correlation. Fix-
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FIG. 3: The low-energy region of the "e spectrum relevant for geo-

neutrinos. The main panel shows the data with the fitted back-

ground and geo-neutrino contributions; the upper panel compares

the background and reactor-"e-subtracted data to the number of geo-

neutrinos for the decay chains of U (dashed) and Th (dotted) calcu-

lated from a geological reference model [8].
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spectrum to the expectation for no-oscillation as a function of

L0/E. L0 is the effective baseline taken as a flux-weighted aver-

age (L0 = 180 km); the energy bins are equal probability bins of the

best-fit including all backgrounds (see Fig. 1). The histogram and

curve show the expectation accounting for the distances to the indi-

vidual reactors, time-dependent flux variations and efficiencies. The

error bars are statistical and do not include correlated systematic un-

certainties in the energy scale.

ing the Th/U mass ratio to 3.9 from planetary data [17], we

obtain a combined U+Th best-fit value of 73± 27 events cor-

responding to a flux of (4.4± 1.6)!106 cm!2s!1, in agree-

ment with the geological reference model.

The KamLAND data, together with the solar $ data, set an

upper limit of 6.2 TW (90% C.L.) for a $e reactor source at the

Earth’s center, assuming that the reactor produces a spectrum

identical to that of a slow neutron artificial reactor.

The ratio of the background-subtracted$e candidate events,

including the subtraction of geo-neutrinos, to the expectation

assuming no neutrino oscillation is plotted in Fig. 4 as a func-

tion of L0/E. The spectrum indicates almost two cycles of the
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 KamLAND L/E Dependence

Solar neutrino problem solved!  
1970-1995    first identified by Ray Davis (missing solar νe)
2002-2007    SNO observes neutrino flavor change, finds evidence for neutrino mass
2003-2008    KamLAND demonstrates ν oscillation, precision measurement of θ, Δm2
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FIG. 2: Allowed region for neutrino oscillation parameters from

KamLAND and solar neutrino experiments. The side-panels show

the !!2-profiles for KamLAND (dashed) and solar experiments

(dotted) individually, as well as the combination of the two (solid).

unbinned data is assessed with a maximum likelihood fit to

two-flavor neutrino oscillation (with !13 = 0), simultaneously

fitting the geo-neutrino contribution. The method incorporates

the absolute time of the event to account for time variations

in the reactor flux and includes Earth-matter oscillation ef-

fects. The best-fit is shown in Fig. 1. The joint confidence

intervals give !m2
21 = 7.58+0.14

!0.13(stat)+0.15
!0.15(syst) ! 10!5 eV2

and tan2 !12 = 0.56+0.10
!0.07(stat)+0.10

!0.06(syst) for tan2 !12<1. A

scaled reactor spectrum without distortions from neutrino os-

cillation is excluded at more than 5". An independent anal-

ysis using cuts similar to Ref. [2] finds !m2
21 = 7.66+0.22

!0.20 !

10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.52+0.16
!0.10.

The allowed contours in the neutrino oscillation parame-

ter space, including !#2-profiles, are shown in Fig. 2. Only

the so-called LMA-I region remains, while other regions

previously allowed by KamLAND at "2.2" are disfavored

at more than 4". When considering three-neutrino oscilla-

tion, the KamLAND data give the same result for !m2
21,

and a slightly increased uncertainty on !12. The parame-

ter space can be further constrained by incorporating the re-

sults of SNO [15] and solar flux experiments [16] in a two-

neutrino analysis with KamLAND assuming CPT invariance.

The oscillation parameters from this combined analysis are

!m2
21 = 7.59+0.21

!0.21 ! 10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.47+0.06
!0.05.

In order to assess the number of geo-neutrinos, we fit the

normalization of the $e energy spectrum from the U and Th-

decay chains simultaneously with the neutrino oscillation pa-

rameter estimation using the KamLAND and solar data; see

Fig. 3. The time of the event gives additional discrimination

power since the reactor contribution varies. The fit yields 25

and 36 detected geo-neutrino events from the U and Th-decay

chains, respectively, but there is a strong anti-correlation. Fix-
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FIG. 3: The low-energy region of the "e spectrum relevant for geo-

neutrinos. The main panel shows the data with the fitted back-

ground and geo-neutrino contributions; the upper panel compares

the background and reactor-"e-subtracted data to the number of geo-

neutrinos for the decay chains of U (dashed) and Th (dotted) calcu-

lated from a geological reference model [8].
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FIG. 4: Ratio of the background and geo-neutrino subtracted "e

spectrum to the expectation for no-oscillation as a function of

L0/E. L0 is the effective baseline taken as a flux-weighted aver-

age (L0 = 180 km); the energy bins are equal probability bins of the

best-fit including all backgrounds (see Fig. 1). The histogram and

curve show the expectation accounting for the distances to the indi-

vidual reactors, time-dependent flux variations and efficiencies. The

error bars are statistical and do not include correlated systematic un-

certainties in the energy scale.

ing the Th/U mass ratio to 3.9 from planetary data [17], we

obtain a combined U+Th best-fit value of 73± 27 events cor-

responding to a flux of (4.4± 1.6)!106 cm!2s!1, in agree-

ment with the geological reference model.

The KamLAND data, together with the solar $ data, set an

upper limit of 6.2 TW (90% C.L.) for a $e reactor source at the

Earth’s center, assuming that the reactor produces a spectrum

identical to that of a slow neutron artificial reactor.

The ratio of the background-subtracted$e candidate events,

including the subtraction of geo-neutrinos, to the expectation

assuming no neutrino oscillation is plotted in Fig. 4 as a func-

tion of L0/E. The spectrum indicates almost two cycles of the
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FIG. 2: Allowed region for neutrino oscillation parameters from

KamLAND and solar neutrino experiments. The side-panels show

the !!2-profiles for KamLAND (dashed) and solar experiments

(dotted) individually, as well as the combination of the two (solid).

unbinned data is assessed with a maximum likelihood fit to

two-flavor neutrino oscillation (with !13 = 0), simultaneously

fitting the geo-neutrino contribution. The method incorporates

the absolute time of the event to account for time variations

in the reactor flux and includes Earth-matter oscillation ef-

fects. The best-fit is shown in Fig. 1. The joint confidence

intervals give !m2
21 = 7.58+0.14

!0.13(stat)+0.15
!0.15(syst) ! 10!5 eV2

and tan2 !12 = 0.56+0.10
!0.07(stat)+0.10

!0.06(syst) for tan2 !12<1. A

scaled reactor spectrum without distortions from neutrino os-

cillation is excluded at more than 5". An independent anal-

ysis using cuts similar to Ref. [2] finds !m2
21 = 7.66+0.22

!0.20 !

10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.52+0.16
!0.10.

The allowed contours in the neutrino oscillation parame-

ter space, including !#2-profiles, are shown in Fig. 2. Only

the so-called LMA-I region remains, while other regions

previously allowed by KamLAND at "2.2" are disfavored

at more than 4". When considering three-neutrino oscilla-

tion, the KamLAND data give the same result for !m2
21,

and a slightly increased uncertainty on !12. The parame-

ter space can be further constrained by incorporating the re-

sults of SNO [15] and solar flux experiments [16] in a two-

neutrino analysis with KamLAND assuming CPT invariance.

The oscillation parameters from this combined analysis are

!m2
21 = 7.59+0.21

!0.21 ! 10!5 eV2 and tan2 !12 = 0.47+0.06
!0.05.

In order to assess the number of geo-neutrinos, we fit the

normalization of the $e energy spectrum from the U and Th-

decay chains simultaneously with the neutrino oscillation pa-

rameter estimation using the KamLAND and solar data; see

Fig. 3. The time of the event gives additional discrimination

power since the reactor contribution varies. The fit yields 25

and 36 detected geo-neutrino events from the U and Th-decay

chains, respectively, but there is a strong anti-correlation. Fix-
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FIG. 3: The low-energy region of the "e spectrum relevant for geo-

neutrinos. The main panel shows the data with the fitted back-

ground and geo-neutrino contributions; the upper panel compares

the background and reactor-"e-subtracted data to the number of geo-

neutrinos for the decay chains of U (dashed) and Th (dotted) calcu-

lated from a geological reference model [8].
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FIG. 4: Ratio of the background and geo-neutrino subtracted "e

spectrum to the expectation for no-oscillation as a function of

L0/E. L0 is the effective baseline taken as a flux-weighted aver-

age (L0 = 180 km); the energy bins are equal probability bins of the

best-fit including all backgrounds (see Fig. 1). The histogram and

curve show the expectation accounting for the distances to the indi-

vidual reactors, time-dependent flux variations and efficiencies. The

error bars are statistical and do not include correlated systematic un-

certainties in the energy scale.

ing the Th/U mass ratio to 3.9 from planetary data [17], we

obtain a combined U+Th best-fit value of 73± 27 events cor-

responding to a flux of (4.4± 1.6)!106 cm!2s!1, in agree-

ment with the geological reference model.

The KamLAND data, together with the solar $ data, set an

upper limit of 6.2 TW (90% C.L.) for a $e reactor source at the

Earth’s center, assuming that the reactor produces a spectrum

identical to that of a slow neutron artificial reactor.

The ratio of the background-subtracted$e candidate events,

including the subtraction of geo-neutrinos, to the expectation

assuming no neutrino oscillation is plotted in Fig. 4 as a func-

tion of L0/E. The spectrum indicates almost two cycles of the
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- Take big steps
- Don’t always trust “theoretical” guidance
- A little bit of luck
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1998 SuperK reports evidence for 
oscillation of atmospheric neutrinos.

2001/2002  SNO finds evidence for 
solar νe flavor change.

2003 KamLAND discovers 
disappearance of reactor  νe
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1968  Ray Davis detects 1/3 of 
expected solar neutrinos. 
(Nobel prize in 2002)

Neutrino Discoveries - A Success Story
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1980s & 1990s - Reactor neutrino flux 
measurements in U.S. and Europe 

1995 - Nobel Prize to Fred 
Reines at UC Irvine

2003 - First observation of reactor 
antineutrino disappearance

1956 - First observation 
of (anti)neutrinos

Past Reactor Experiments
Hanford
Savannah River
ILL, France
Bugey, France
Rovno, Russia
Goesgen, Switzerland
Krasnoyark, Russia
Palo Verde
Chooz, France

2008 - Precision measurement of 
Δm122 . Evidence for oscillation

KamLAND

Chooz

Savannah River

Chooz

55 years of liquid scintillator detectors
A story of varying baselines... 
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normal inverted
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MINOS Nu2012

Mass Splittings

Measurement of Fundamental Parameters
KamLAND 2010

KamLAND has measured Δm122  to ~2.8%
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atmospheric, K2K reactor and accelerator 0νββSNO, solar SK, KamLAND

Mixing Angles

Neutrino Oscillation
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atmospheric, K2K reactor and accelerator 0νββSNO, solar SK, KamLAND

Mixing Angles

Neutrino Oscillation - Before 2011
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atmospheric, K2K reactor and accelerator 0νββSNO, solar SK, KamLAND
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Neutrino Oscillation - Before 2011
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14 May 2003
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